August 5, 2005 Khutbah: Learning from Quran is Easy, if you wish to Learn:
I seek refuge in Allah, from satan the rejected.
In the name of Allah, Most Gracious, Most Merciful.
54:17 Part 1: We made the Quran easy to learn.
Part 2: Does any of you wish to learn?
Revealed: my name initials are 14 ---------------------------------------------- the Seven Pairs.
Revealed: my name initials are 14, and my letters are 15, revealing a diff. of 1 – Praise be to Allah.
Revealed: The split of my letters are 11 & 4 for each part, revealing a “Pattern of 114” – the Quran.
Revealed: The G.V. of my letters are 496 & 160, revealing: 496,160 = 14 x 35440
Who are these proofs revealed to and why? These are revealed to me by God; as you can see and
witness. The reason is that He only allows the person authorized by Him to translate and interpret His
words. This constitutes “one voice,” to relay His message, rather than the many unauthorized voices
who self-appoint themselves and blunder in interpreting the verses to lead the people astray. The
messenger never appoints himself; he is inspired by God. Let me lead you to the inner workings of
God’s system defining inspiration.
21:26 All (messengers) are (His) honored servants.
21:27 They never speak on their own, and they strictly follow His commands.
Revealed: my name letters are 7 and 21 respectively, revealing a diff. of 14 ------ the Seven Pairs.
21:27 Part 1: They never speak on their own.
Part 2: And they strictly follow His commands.
System Confirmed: The G.V. of my letters are 426 & 224, revealing a diff. of precisely 202, being the
G.V. of LORD.
This means that the messenger appointed by God is under His direct inspiration, and everything uttered
by him should be taken as coming from God. The messengers only follow God’s commands in
addressing the believers and giving the message to the rest of the world. Further to this, the next verse is
the follow-up verse, which adds another dimension with the Sacred Coding of 14 and 19 through my
name letters, thus verifying and authenticating God’s system. Glory be to my Lord for clarifying these
verses for the believers.
FOLLOW-UP VERSE: 21: 28 Part 1: He knows their future and their past.
Part 2: They do not intercede, except for those already accepted by Him, and they are worried about
their own necks.
Revealed: The Aleefs are 3 & 4, a diff. of 1 – Absolute Lord.
Revealed: my name letters are 14 and 19, revealing the Sacred Coding of Allah, Most Glorified.
Based on the proven system of God, the Quran becomes easy to learn for those who wish to. You do not
have to coin your own meanings or rush to others who have no sure knowledge and will divert you from
the path of God. That is why the disbelievers and the insincere are incapable of reciting a single khutbah
like these. It is God’s mercy upon those who fear Him alone, seeking the truth, that He provides a free
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tutor, (a messenger) to recite His revelations to them, purify them, teach them the scripture and wisdom,
and to teach them what they never knew. (see verses 2:150-151)
Whatever you hear and see every week are the confirmed teachings from God, “which you never knew
before.” The explanation and interpretation is indeed very simple through these teachings, thus
nullifying the excuses of those who complain about not understanding the Quran.
“We made the Quran easy to learn. Does any of you wish to learn?”
The messenger’s first and foremost message to the people is to declare that God is 1, by reciting the
Shahadah. Here is the verse:
21:25 Part 1: We did not send any messenger before you except with the inspiration:
Part 2: There is no god except Me; you shall worship Me alone.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 12 and 13, revealing the diff. of 1; confirming the inspiration given to all
messengers, to proclaim to the people that God is 1, and to worship Him through His commands.
So far you have heard and seen that the Quran is easy to learn, because God has a System to teach you;
this system involves a human being commissioned by Him to serve you; and the first message that you
will receive from this human being is the Shahadah, proclaiming the monotheist Lord. After agreeing
with all this, you will be taken to another verse, that will make it clear as to who will understand the
Quran – those who are truthful and inspired by God.
56:79 None can grasp it except the sincere.
Revealed: The G.V. of my letters are 296, and the G.V. of “rasool – messenger” is 296. This proves the
system I just mentioned to you, which is the messenger receiving guidance from the Lord, in order to
teach the people about this guidance.
When a person is guided by his Lord, and appointed to deliver guidance to other people, he is given a
new revelation as a Sign from the Most Cognizant. This verse will attest to this fact:
17:85 Part 1: They ask you about the revelation.
Part 2: Say, “the revelation comes from my Lord.”
Revealed: The Allah letters are 3 & 4, a diff. of 1 – the Bestower of all grace and mercy.
ENTIRE VERSE: They ask you about the revelation. Say, “The revelation comes from my Lord. The
knowledge given to you is minute.”
Revealed: The G.V. of my letters is 1064 which is a multiple of both Sacred Codes 19 and 14.
1064 = 14 x 76
1064 = 19 x 56
“Do you now realize that Quran is made easy to learn. Do you wish to learn?”
Besides the unending flow of these revelations each day since He inspired me to receive them, they are
“minute” as compared to the immense and inexhaustible reserve of knowledge that God still has. Even
if He revealed all the knowledge, it would not move the vast majority of human beings whose hearts are
hardened against God’s message. I have shown you above what a new revelation looks like and means.
If you searched through all the websites on earth, you will find nothing like this. Each and every verse is
in a proven form from the Omnipotent. Now I will show you that it is a blessing and mercy from God,
to have inspired me the Quran.
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17:87 This is but mercy from your Lord. His blessings upon you have been great.
Revealed: The G.V. of my letters are 352- confirming the Quran (G.V. 352) to be a mercy and blessing
from my Lord. Praise and glory be to Him.
When one of us is blessed by Allah to receive His knowledge, it indeed becomes easy to learn the Quran
through such a person. What could be better than to learn the entire truth in the most purified form
coming direct from Allah, Most High. In fact, GOD calls these revelations “SPECIAL.” Here is the
reason why:
76:23 We have revealed to you this Quran; a special revelation from us.
76:24 You shall steadfastly carry out your Lord’s commandments, and do not obey any sinful
disbeliever among them.
Revealed: The Allah letters are 10 and 9, a diff. of 1, while the sum is 10 + 9 = 19 bringing out the
message that “WAHID(19) MEANS ONE(1)” – and truly proving the Quran to be a special revelation
to this messenger, praise be to Him for His mercy and grace upon myself and the believers.
“We have made the Quran easy to learn. Does any of you wish to learn?”
Quran has beautiful rhyming verses but it is not poetry. Human poetry is beyond the understanding of
most people, and you can carve any meaning out of it. But Quran’s verses, some of them made to rhyme
with each other, give a clear meaning to them. Most importantly, they are designed on predetermined
and set mathematical CODES. It enhances the beauty of these verses and creates certainty. It takes your
mind to the farthest universe, to the Creator of all the creations; the desire to meet Him but only after
purifying ourselves in accordance with His laws.
36:69 What we taught him (the messenger) was not poetry, nor is he (a poet). This is but a formidable
proof, and a profound Quran. ---------------------------------------------------------- Allah letters are 14
36:70 To preach to those who are alive, and to expose the disbelievers.--------- my initials are 19
These Sacred Codes of 14 and 19 will truly expose the hypocrites and prove to them that they did not
fully submit to their Lord, and disregarded His proofs and revelations.
Also Revealed: The G.V. of Allah letters for both verses are 296, revealing the value of “messengerrasool” thus confirming and authorizing the messenger to preach the message of the Lord.
Look again to see how the proofs make up the G.V. of Al-Quran, by adding up the values of Allah
letters and mine.
36:69 This is but a formidable proof, and a profound Quran.
Revealed: The G.V. of Allah letters is 39 and my letters is 344, the sum of numbers is 383, which is
the G.V. of Al-Quran. Since God has called these proofs formidable, the ones who don’t believe
will have a hard time to explain their disbelief and will be filled with remorse on the Day of
Judgment.
“We made the Quran easy to learn. Does any of you wish to learn?”
Let me now show you how easy it is to understand God’s laws through the Quran made easy for us.
58:8 Have you noted those who were enjoined from conspiring secretly, then insist on conspiring? They
conspire to commit sin, transgression, and disobedience of the messenger. When they come to you, they
greet you with a greeting other than that decreed by Allah. They say inside themselves; Allah will not
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punish us for our utterances. Their only requital is Gehenna, wherein they burn; what a miserable
destiny.
***Does any one have any question as to the meaning of this verse? How simple it is and yet so
defined. If you ever wish the messenger or believers other than “salamun alaikum,” and end up saying:
hello, hi, good morning, etc; you can end up in Hell.
Another Example: 58:11 O you who believe, if you are told, “Please make room,” you shall make room
for each other to sit. God will then make room for you. If you are asked to get up and move, get up and
move. God raises those among you who believe, and those who acquire knowledge to higher ranks. God
is fully Cognizant of everything you do.
***Do you all understand this law and the meaning of the verse? Again, it is very simple, yet well
defined and also has hidden messages. When you implement by carrying out the command, it proves
you have really believed. The reason you carried out the command is because you understood the verse,
and the reason you understood is because of your faith and sincerity, making you qualified as one who
acquired knowledge of God’s verses and the commands. By implementing and carrying out His laws,
you are raised to higher ranks. SubhanAllah.
Another Example: 59:7 What God restored to His messenger from the (defeated) communities shall go
to God and His messenger. You shall give it to the relatives, the orphans, the poor, and the traveling
alien. Thus, it will not remain monopolized by the strong among you. You may keep the spoils given to
you by the messenger, but do not take what he enjoins you from taking. You shall reverence God. God
is strict in enforcing retribution.
***Does everyone understand this verse? If not, here is the explanation, which is very simple. When the
believers win a war with the enemy and gain spoils of war, the messenger is in charge over it on behalf
of God. They have to be distributed in such a way that all deserving people get them. They are the
relatives, the orphans, the poor, and the traveling alien. If a few strong and rich people got control over
the spoils, it would make them richer and stronger, while depriving the poor and others. Islam is based
on justice and fairness, so no one has any complaint. Also, God tells us that the believers are not
supposed to take any more than what the messenger allows them. The only way you can fully reverence
God is by obeying the messenger. The minute you disobey the messenger, you have reverted to disbelief
and insulted and blasphemed God.
59:8 (you shall give) to the needy who immigrated. They were evicted from their homes and deprived of
their properties, because they sought God’s grace and pleasure, and because they supported God and His
messenger. They are the truthful.
***Any question on this verse? Many people around the earth immigrate, but God is not talking about
them. Quran came for the believers, and the laws are designed for them. When a believing person who
was evicted and deprived of his property simply for supporting God and His messenger immigrates, all
believers should open up their hearts and their homes to host such a person or persons. Believers also
suffer persecution on earth, as satan and his followers are enemies of the believers.
58:22 God is pleased with them, and they are pleased with Him.
Word from God: Allah letters are 7, and my letters are 8, a diff. of 1 – Allah. Follow me, and
Allah will be pleased with you, as you have seen.
PRAISE BE TO ALLAH, LORD OF THE UNIVERSE.
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